Synchrotron radiation photoionization mass spectrometry of laser ablated species
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ABSTRACT

The present paper describes an experimental apparatus suitable to create and study free clusters by combining laser ablation and synchrotron radiation. First tests on sulfur samples, S, showed the production, through laser ablation, of neutral S_n clusters (n = 1-8). These clusters were ionized using synchrotron radiation at photon energies from 160 eV to 175 eV, across the S 2p core edge. The feasibility of such combined ablation-synchrotron radiation experiments is demonstrated, opening new possibilities on the investigation of free clusters and radicals.

1. Introduction

Tunable excitation energy and high photon flux turn third-generation synchrotron radiation sources into a formidable and unique tool for investigations on the interaction between light and matter. Synchrotron radiation facilities have allowed great advances in atomic and molecular physics during the last decades and this is also becoming true for research on free atomic and molecular clusters [1,2].

Clusters drive interest and expectation because they represent the intermediate stage between isolated species (molecules or atoms) and the solid state. Moreover, clusters are one of the foundations of nanotechnology. To date, the majority of investigations about clusters using synchrotron radiation have focused on their solid-bound form, i.e., as deposits on surfaces. Fewer studies have dealt with their properties as free entities in their gas phase form. An advantage of studying clusters in the gas phase is that one can use experimental techniques that have been well established in atomic and molecular spectroscopy. In those studies, gas phase clusters are generally created through adiabatic expansion of high pressure samples [3] or in plasma cluster sources [4].

Laser ablation is extensively used across a diverse range of disciplines, including those involving the production of new materials, clusters, and thin film growth (Pulsed Laser Deposition). Consequently, diagnostics of laser produced plasmas have always been an important topic of research with the aim of tailoring material properties controlling the concentration and evolution of different species present in the plume. Some of the authors of the present work investigate the physics and the dynamics of the laser ablation processes in their home laboratories, placing special attention to the creation and properties of clusters inside the plume [5-7]. To our knowledge, synchrotron-based studies of laser-ablated clusters have just recently been reported [8-12]. However, none of them has dealt with the systematic study of inner-shell photoionization and its cluster size dependence.

The goal of the present work is to present a set-up that combines, in an experimentally simple apparatus, the production of clusters with their simultaneous study in gas phase using synchrotron radiation. In our arrangement, clusters are produced by laser ablation of a selected target inside a vacuum chamber which is attached as an end-station to a synchrotron radiation beamline. In the experiments reported here, the photoionization yield and frag-
TOF-MS consists of two circular plates (80 mm external diameter) the target is placed within the collecting plates of the TOF-MS and TOF-MS, the pumps and vacuum gauges and also several free ports for the entrance of the laser and synchrotron light and viewing purposes. Any flat solid sample can be employed as a target for laser ablation. Samples are mounted in a rotatable metallic holder plugged to a 3D translational stage for positioning and alignment purposes. The target is placed within the collecting plates of the TOF-MS and close to the interaction region. The interaction region is defined by the perpendicular crossing of the synchrotron radiation with the centre of the plates corresponding to the extracting region of the TOF-MS. The 3D translational stage together with the holder are designed so that they can be decoupled from the main vacuum chamber and pumped down independently. Thus, the replacement of the sample can be done without breaking the vacuum of the main chamber. Carbon tape is used to glue the sample to the holder so that the target was electrically grounded through the positioning system.

Opposite to the sample entrance in the main chamber there is a window through which laser pulses are sent for ablation normal to the target surface. Ablation is carried out by an external pulsed laser, conveniently focussed to achieve the laser fluence conditions necessary to ablate the target. In the present studies, a commercial Nd:YAG laser with a second harmonic module was used for ablation. This laser yielded 10 ns pulses of 532 nm photons with an energy of 6.7 mJ per pulse, working at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.

The TOF-MS is custom made and optimized for the extraction of positive ions in ablation experiments. The total length of the TOF spectrometer is 593 mm and the detector used is a 18 mm diameter commercial Galileo channeltron. The extraction stage of the TOF-MS consists of two circular plates (80 mm external diameter) with an inner diameter hole of 15 mm. The admittance holes are covered by a mesh to create a homogeneous field. The potentials for positive ion collection use here corresponded to +200 V and −200 V for the repelling and accelerating plate, respectively. After the extraction stage, there is an accelerating stage consisting of six circular plates separated 13 mm from each other. Each of these plates presents an internal hole of 35 mm. These six plates are connected by a chain of resistors so that the created field varied smoothly from −300 V (TOF outermost plate) to −1500 V. The TOF drift tube is connected to a voltage of −1600 V. The channeltron is operated at a voltage of −3300 V and the collected pulses, corresponding to our signal are sent to an oscilloscope or to an ACAM card for data recording.

The vacuum chamber is designed to be mounted as an end-station of a synchrotron radiation beamline. The frame holding the chamber allows the alignment of the station so that the synchrotron light crosses the ablation plume just in the centre of the extraction plates of the TOF-MS, Synchrotron radiation and plume expansion are perpendicular and both normal to the TOF-MS axis. The alignment of the target-laser-plume-synchrotron radiation-TOF axis is crucial for the optimization of ionization and collection efficiency.

Turbo pumps and vacuum gauges are attached to the chamber to control and monitor the vacuum. Base pressures below 10⁻⁶ mbar are used for the proper functioning of the TOF-MS and the safe operation of the synchrotron beamline.

It is worth mentioning that, although the present configuration is used for the collection of ions, many spare ports are available for the inclusion of other detectors for spectroscopy. In particular, a photon or an electron detector can be mounted under the TOF-MS for photon induced fluorescence spectroscopy or photoelectron spectroscopy, as well as for coincidence experiments with ions.

The current ion collection scheme does not initially discriminate between the ions directly produced in the ablation and the ones ionized by the synchrotron light. In order to remove the unwanted direct ions, the repelling plate of the TOF-MS is initially set to a negative voltage (more negative than the one applied to the accelerating plate) which sweeps away all the positive direct ions from the interaction region. Depending on the applied voltage and amount of ablated particles, cations are typically removed in.

**Fig. 1.** Scheme of the apparatus to laser ablate a solid sample and to detect ionized species by the synchrotron light. The inset shows a detailed picture of the interaction region and lengths (AC - accelerating plate; RP - repelling plate; SC - source to centre distance).

**Fig. 2.** Summary of the description of the timing of the experiment.
3. Experiments

The experiment presented here was carried out at the Gas Phase Photoemission beamline [13] at the Elettra synchrotron radiation laboratory in Trieste (Italy). The electron storage ring provides synchrotron radiation pulses (~70 ps duration) every 2 ns. The beamline is capable of operating in the photon energy range of 15-1000 eV. The incoming radiation produced at an undulator in the beamline is monochromatized by a spherical grating monochromator equipped with a movable planar premirror. Five different gratings can be used depending on the photon energy region of interest. The pulses arriving at the interaction region carried around 2000 photons in average spread on an area of 0.01 mm².

These first experiments were conducted on pressed powder S pellets. A sulfur sample was selected since it had already been investigated with a more conventional vaporization method [14] and because it was a good starting point for future studies of sulfur containing systems like CdS or other chalcogenic semiconductors in general. The S pellets were ablated by the second harmonic pulses of an Nd:Yag laser (532 nm) operated at 10 Hz. The laser pulses were focused by an external lens (60 cm focal distance) at 5 cm behind the target surface. Placing the target out of focus allowed us to work with a moderate ablation rate which reduced space charging effects and facilitated the removal of direct ions. Taking into account these considerations, the used fluence was 1 J/cm² and the irradiated surface of the target was around 0.01 mm².

The sulfur pellet was situated 2.4 cm away from the centre of the extracting fields of the TOF and the synchrotron light path. That distance was a compromise between the plume density encountered by the synchrotron light (the shorter the distance, the higher the interaction rate) and the time required to remove the direct ions from the collecting region (the longer the distance, the better removal of direct ions). It is worth mentioning that the presence of the metallic holder worsened the extraction efficiency of the TOF-MS when the sample was brought closer to the centre of the plates. A compromise between plume density and extraction efficiency determined the optimal position of the metallic holder of the sulfur pellet.

As it was described above, the potential of the TOF repelling plate was initially set to a negative value larger than the accelerating plate (-300 V for the former; -200 V for the latter) to remove the direct positive ions produced in the ablation so that only neutral species remained in the interaction region to get excited with the synchrotron light. Then, after some microseconds, the potential on the repelling plate was set to the TOF extracting configuration with a positive value of +200 V (the applied extracting field in the ionization region was about 225 V/cm). Typically 5 μs were enough to remove all direct ions and give time for the
neutral species to fly to the centre of the TOF and interact with the synchrotron light. The extraction potential was applied to the TOF repelling plate only for about 1–1.5 μs to extract the neutral particles ionized by the synchrotron light and then it was set back to −300 V to remove future ions.

With this short collecting time, the number of detected ions per laser pulse was quite low, yielding in average 0.5 ions per laser shot. In order to build up a mass spectrum with good statistics, acquisitions of 5–10 min were required. At a given photon energy, series of 600–1200 shots were acquired and summed up to construct a time-of-flight mass spectrum such as the ones presented in Fig. 3. The mass resolution featured by the TOF-MS was rather poor under the experimental conditions (m/Δm < 10) but was good enough to identify different S clusters up to n = 8. The assignment of the mass spectrum was done using the SIMION simulation software (version 8).

4. Results and discussion

The mass spectra of synchrotron radiation ionized Sₙ clusters have previously been reported by Teodorescu et al. [15]. They produced the clusters by heating a solid sulfur sample and ionized the vapor using different photon energies, concentrating particularly at the S 2p edge. Comparing their ionization mass spectra with our measurement at valence ionization energies, we observe that the relative intensity of some species differs from one spectrum to the other (Fig. 3 shows our mass spectrum at 21.2 eV). Taking the S₉⁺ ion as the reference, the S₈⁺ and S₇⁺ peaks are clearly more intense in our experiment. Most likely, these differences reflect the variations in the production mechanism of the neutral S clusters (on one hand, pure thermal heating; on the other hand, laser ablation) and/or in the experimental conditions (temperature and laser power for heating and laser ablation, respectively). However, above the S 2p ionization limit, the mass spectra of Teodorescu et al. and our spectrum (Fig. 3) are quite similar. This apparent contradiction is explained by the fact that excitation/ionization of core electrons tends to dissociate the parent clusters, increasing the observation of small ionic fragments in detriment of heavier ones. This process "homogenizes" the differences in cluster production observed at valence (see latter discussion).

Laser ablation also produces direct positive and negative cluster ions [16,17]. Using low laser powers, Hearley et al. [16] observed S₉⁺ and S₈⁺ clusters with n up 15 and 10, respectively. Direct positively charged clusters were removed from the interaction region in our experiment before detection, while negatively charged clusters were not observed under the present conditions.

The kind of mass spectra presented in Fig. 3 were acquired at incident photon energies across the S 2p edge with the aim to investigate the partial ion yield of the detected clusters vs excitation energy. The photon energy was scanned from 160 to 175 eV in steps of 0.25 eV with a photon energy resolution of about 0.2 eV. The signal from S⁰, S₂⁺, S₃⁺, S₄⁺, S₅⁺, and S₆⁺ of the obtained mass spectra was integrated and plotted versus excitation energy (Fig. 4). The energy region can be divided into three parts. In the first region, below 162.5 eV, only valence ionization processes are possible. Their probability does not change appreciably with photon energy close to the 2p edge. In the second region, at energies 162.5–170.5 eV, an S 2p inner-shell electron can be excited to unoccupied orbitals. The resulting core-excited states are short lived and typically decay via electron emission (so-called resonant Auger decay) to valence-excited final states. The main part of the final states have electronic configurations with two valence holes and an electron excited on a molecular or Rydberg orbital. Such final states are often dissociative, leading to the production of ionic and neutral fragments. In the third region, above 170.5 eV, an S 2p electron can be ionized. The core hole is predominantly filled by Auger decay, which creates doubly charged final states. These states are typically dissociative, and two charged fragments may be produced [15].

After core excitation and core ionization, the expected outcome is therefore that the original neutral clusters break up into smaller fragments. In the spectrum measured above the S 2p photoionization limits, the fragments S₇⁺ and S₆⁺ have the highest peaks, while in the valence region (we tuned the synchrotron light to a photon energy of 21.2 eV) the presence of heavier cluster ions, especially those of S₈⁺ and S₉⁺, is much more evident. Teodorescu et al. [15] studied the fragmentation of the sulfur clusters by measuring photoelectron-photoion coincidence (PEPIPICO) spectra. Their results should be valid also for the present experimental conditions, so the reader is kindly advised to see Ref. [15] for further considerations on the fragmentation pathways of sulfur clusters.

5. Conclusions

In this work we have proved the feasibility of combining laser ablation and synchrotron radiation to generate and investigate clusters from solid samples. We have described in detail the experimental apparatus designed for that purpose and presented the first results. Sulfur clusters were created and their ionization across the S 2p edge was studied yielding similar results to the ones obtained by heating, hence validating our method for producing clusters from laser ablated samples [15].
The designed apparatus is flexible enough to house other spectroscopic techniques (photon and electron detectors) which are planned to be mounted in the near future. Photoelectron-photoion coincidence experiments and time resolved synchrotron induced fluorescence spectroscopy are our next goal.

The presented experimental technique opens a wealth of possibilities for the study of clusters with a relatively simple set up which can mean an inflexion point in the field of free clusters. Moreover, the study of other species created in the ablation (radicals and short lived atoms/molecules) and the investigation of the laser ablation process itself are also possible and should be explored in future experiments.
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